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By Dr AE England

Implementing Radiology Report turnaround 
time Requirements in an Academic Setting: 
Challenges to Resident education
Academic radiologists are challenged with balancing the clinical, academic, 
and research missions of their institutions.  When new requirements are imple-
mented such as required radiology report turnaround times (RTAT), which 
increase the emphasis on clinical productivity, the potential negative effect on 
resident education must be accounted for and solutions proposed to mitigate 
any negative consequences.  

AdOpTING RTAT REquIREMENTs
Radiology report turn-around-time (RTAT) is a metric 

that is increasingly being utilized by hospital administra-
tors to measure the quality of diagnostic radiology services.  
There are many ways to evaluate the quality of diagnostic 
radiology services including the number of subspecialists 
in a group, the scope of imaging services provided, involve-
ment in hospital committees, as well as the quality and 
speed of report generation.  However, the simplest way for 
hospital administrators to evaluate the quality of radiology 
services provided is by utilizing a simple metric, RTAT.  This 
metric can easily be assigned a value and compared with 
other radiology service providers.  If a radiology group can 
provide rapid Emergency Department study throughput in 
less than 1 hour, then they would be preferred by hospital 
administrators when comparing services with another group 
whose average is 3 hours.  Although originally utilized by 
teleradiology companies and private radiology groups, this 
RTAT metric is now increasingly being utilized by hospitals 
affiliated with academic departments.

In 2012, our radiology department at the University of 
Cincinnati was tasked with requiring all Emergency Depart-
ment (ED) studies to have a 24/7 one-hour radiology RTAT 
requirement.  The rationale for an RTAT requirement was 
that it would improve patient care by increasing throughput 
in the Emergency Department as well as decreasing “resident 
preliminary discrepancies.”  Although the latter rationale has 
been debated in the literature and remains controversial, the 
decision was made to hire three new overnight ED radiolo-
gists to ensure that our department complied with this new 
requirement [1-3].

There were initial concerns and dissatisfaction among 
both faculty and residents about how the increased strain of 

clinical productivity would affect resident education.  After 
listening to these concerns, the decision was made to con-
duct a study on both the effect of a required RTAT on resi-
dent involvement in ED cases and the perceived effect on 
resident education by faculty and residents.  In our study we 
hypothesized that, “1) 1 year after the implementation of the 
RTAT requirement, residents would become less involved in 
ED studies to comply with the metric, 2) faculty would be 
incentivized to forego resident involvement and dictate ED 
studies by themselves to decrease their RTAT, and 3) fac-
ulty and resident satisfaction with resident education would 
decrease as more emphasis was placed on report throughput 
and less emphasis was placed on resident education” [4].

sTudy dEsIGN
Our study would focus on two major questions. The first 

was to ask if residents were actually becoming less involved 
in ED studies after the implementation of the 1 hour RTAT.  
To evaluate this, we performed a retrospective study of the 
most commonly performed ED radiology exams for 3 years 
before and 1 year after this new requirement was imple-
mented.  We compared both daytime to overnight resident 
ED study involvement as well as resident ED study involve-
ment between the different subspecialties.

The more difficult question to answer was to ask “even 
though residents may be less involved in ED studies because 
of this new requirement, was it actually affecting resident 
education?”  Comparing board pass rates or in-service exam 
test scores at our institution was not ideal because this gener-
ated too few data points.  The decision was made to evaluate 
the perception of the effect on resident education by faculty 
and staff through short surveys at two different academic 
institutions, both of which had required RTAT.

REsulTs
Overall, we found that there was a statistically significant 

decrease in radiology resident ED study involvement dur-
ing the daytime (8AM-5PM) P=.01, but not during the on 
call period (5PM-8AM) P=.1.  For the 3 years before the 
implementation of the required 1 hour RTAT, residents were 
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involved in 81.05% of daytime ED studies 
compared to residents involved in 50.33% 
percent of daytime ED studies after the 
implementation of a 1 hour RTAT.  This 
differed from the percent of resident ED 
study involvement during the call period 
which only decreased from an average of 
89.66% for the 3 years prior to the imple-
mentation of the required 1 hour RTAT to 
76.83% for the 1 year after the implemen-
tation of the required 1 hour RTAT [4]. .

As expected, the faculty responses 
from the survey addressing the effect 
on resident education from a required 
RTAT were significantly negative.  Fac-
ulty felt that the implementation of a 
1 hour RTAT significantly impaired 
the quality of resident education and 
decreased time spent teaching residents.  
However, residents overall still felt that 
their educational opportunities from ED 
studies was good both during the day-
time shift and during the on-call period.  
There was however an exception from 
residents who were in training both 
before and after the implementation of 
the 1 hour RTAT who thought that the 
new requirement significantly decreased 
their education [4].

dIffERENCEs BETwEEN dAyTIME  
ANd ON-CAll REsIdENT Ed sTudy 
INVOlVEMENT.

The discrepancy between the significant 
decrease in resident ED study involvement 
between the daytime and afterhours is prob-
ably due to a combination of multiple factors.  
Like many other academic radiology depart-
ments that provide 24/7 in house attending 
coverage, we provide subspecialty reads on 
all ED cases during the weekday daytime 
hours; afterhours reports are provided by 
a group of ED radiologists.  Although this 
group of ED radiologists are all fellowship 
trained, either in Neuroradiology or Muscu-
loskeletal radiology, these radiologists read 
all modalities and are the only attending 
radiologists in house at that time.  The dif-
ference in which radiologists are staffing the 
RTAT exams likely contributes to the RTAT 
discrepancy in several ways.

The most significant factor believed 
to affect resident involvement in ED 
studies is the number of faculty respon-
sible for maintaining the 1 hour RTAT.  
During the daytime, up to 10 different 

faculty in all subspecialty divisions are 
monitoring their work list to ensure that 
an ED study is promptly reviewed.  This 
creates an atmosphere of hypervigilance 
to maintain a 1 hour RTAT and incen-
tivizes the first staff that notices an ED 
study is complete to review and dictate 
the study as quickly as possible for fear of 
delaying the study’s completion.  This is 
different during on call periods in which 
one staff monitors all of the ED studies, 
is aware if a study sits too long, and can 
then intervene only if the study is near-
ing the required 1 hour threshold which 
gives residents an opportunity to review 
and dictate the exam.

Daytime radiologists must also balance 
other obligations during their workday 
including intra- and extra-departmental 
lectures, interdisciplinary conferences, 
and routine daily work including non-stat 
outpatient exams.  In order to comply with 
the RTAT metric, faculty will encourage a 
resident to review outpatient and non 1 
hour RTAT exams instead of ED exams 
and leave ED exams for attending radi-
ologists to dictate on their own.  This still 
involves the resident in the daily work 
without having to rush through review-
ing a study in order to meet the 1 hour 
metric.  However, resident involvement 
in ED studies is sacrificed.  On call radi-
ologists are not burdened with these other 
obligations and can afford to place more 
emphasis on balancing resident ED case 
involvement while maintaining the 1 hour 
RTAT.

One of the only other studies to review 
the effect of a required 1 hour RTAT on 
resident education was a study by DeFlo-
rio et al. in 2008.  They found that resi-
dents involved in ED cases with a 1 hour 
RTAT did not affect the percent of cases 
available in less than 60 minutes when 
the resident and staff dictated cases were 
pooled together [5].  These results dif-
fered from our study with the main dif-
ference between the two studies being 
that De Florio’s institution had a daytime 
ED division, with ED studies not divided 
among the various subspecialty divisions 
like at our institution.  The cost of pro-
viding “subspecialty” reads for ED stud-
ies and maintaining a 1 hour RTAT may 
come at the expense of resident involve-
ment in these cases.

fuTuRE
Unfortunately for academic depart-

ments, the demand for required RTAT 
will increase as hospital administrators 
and referring physicians continue to want 
faster case turnover and patient through-
put.  One idea for improving RTAT while 
maintaining resident involvement in 
ED cases is to develop a dedicated ED 
radiology division within a department.  
This will focus ED required RTAT stud-
ies into one division that is constantly 
aware of the ED workload and can maxi-
mize time spent involving and teaching 
residents while still maintaining RTAT 
requirements.  As technology continues 
to advance, the ability to have attend-
ing radiologists sign off reports from an 
iPad or tablet devices could speed report 
throughput and allow more time for res-
ident education and ED study involve-
ment.  Assigning an attending radiologists 
and resident within each division to solely 
monitor the ED studies rather than having 
the entire faculty monitoring ED studies 
could be another solution.

Clearly, resident ED study involvement 
is negatively impacted by the implementa-
tion of a required RTAT.  Unfortunately, 
it is difficult to evaluate how this affects 
overall resident education, but the per-
ceived effects by faculty and residents 
who were in training before and after 
the 1 hour RTAT are that it is negatively 
affecting resident education.  Academic 
radiologists must remain cognizant of the 
potential detrimental effect on resident 
education and implore methods to miti-
gate these negative effects.
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